1. Available national programmes or funds that could provide support to the Republic of Korea Horizon Europe participants

For the general opening calls, the Korean research entities who successfully joined the Horizon Europe projects can ask matching funds to the Korean governments regardless of any thematic restriction. Two Ministries (The Ministry of Science and ICT (MSIT) and the Ministry of Trade, Industry, and Energy (MoTIE) provide the fixed budget for the beneficiaries who are successful in the domestic competition via their funding agencies (the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) and the Korea Institute of Advancement for Technology (KIAT)). The domestic calls for proposals open twice a year by the funding agencies.

2. Useful links

- NRF for entities in basic and applied research:
  [https://www.nrf.re.kr/biz/notice/view?menu_no=363&page=1&nts_no=158359&biz_no=52&target=&biz_not_gubn=notice&search_type=NTS_TITLE&search_keyword1=%ED%95%9C-%EU](https://www.nrf.re.kr/biz/notice/view?menu_no=363&page=1&nts_no=158359&biz_no=52&target=&biz_not_gubn=notice&search_type=NTS_TITLE&search_keyword1=%ED%95%9C-%EU)

- KIAT for entities in industrial research and technology:
  [https://www.kiat.or.kr/site/contents/yearInfo/index2.jsp?menuID=001001002&projectIdx=322&groupIdx=322](https://www.kiat.or.kr/site/contents/yearInfo/index2.jsp?menuID=001001002&projectIdx=322&groupIdx=322)

- Contact information
  - NRF: Mr. Chan-Seob SHIN / Researcher; tel: +82-2-3460-5727 / email: manchu6d@nrf.re.kr
  - KIAT: Ms. Jung soo Hwang / Researcher; tel: +82-2-6009-3211 / email: hjs0327@kiat.or.kr

- Korean National Contact Points:
  [https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/support/ncp:sortQuery=country;countryGroups=3C;countries=20000933;functions=All%20Functions,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18](https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/support/ncp:sortQuery=country;countryGroups=3C;countries=20000933;functions=All%20Functions,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18)

- webpage of the Delegation of the European Union to the Republic of Korea:  

- Contact details:
  - Ms. Ju Young Kim, Policy Officer in Science, Technology, and Innovation Delegation of the European Union to the Public of Korea; Tel: +82-2-3704-1755 / email: Juyoung.kim@eeas.europa.eu
  - Dr. Tomasz Wierzbowski, EURAXESS South Korea Representative;
Email: tomasz.wierzbowski@euraxess.net

Disclaimer: The European Commission is not responsible for the accuracy and reliability of the information provided in the above links regarding support to participants of Horizon Europe projects provided by non-EU funding bodies.